Study Abroad Summer Programs

AMIDEAST
https://www.amideast.org/our-work/education-abroad-in-the-mena/abroad-programs/summer-programs
  - Summer Intensive Arabic - Amman, Jordan and Rabat, Morocco
  - American University in Dubai

CIEE Arabic Language & Moroccan Culture
Offers Modern Standard Arabic and Darija
https://www.ciee.org/go-abroad/high-school-study-abroad/summer/morocco/rabat/arabic-language-moroccan-culture

The Excellence Center in Europe – Halle, Saale, Germany
Offers Modern Standard Arabic, Classical Arabic, Palestinian Colloquial Arabic, Colloquial Levantine Arabic, and Ammiya Arabic
https://eceurope.org/study-arabic-in-germany/

The Excellence Center in Palestine – Hebron, Palestine
Offers Modern Standard Arabic, Classical Arabic, Palestinian Colloquial Arabic, Colloquial Levantine Arabic, and Ammiya Arabic
https://excellencenter.org/

The Experiment in International Living – Amman, Jordan
Offers four-week courses with Modern Standard Arabic and spoken colloquial
Intensive Arabic Program at the Arab American Language Institute in Morocco – Meknes, Morocco
Offers four-week courses in Modern Standard Arabic and optional Colloquial Arabic
https://www.aalimorocco.com/immersive-summer

King’s Academy – Amman, Jordan
Offers two or three-week Arabic intensive programs for students ages 12 to 16
https://www.kingsacademy.edu.jo/summer/summer-at-kings-academy/academic-programs/arabic-summer-at-kings-academy

National Security Language Initiative for Youth (NSLI-Y) program – Various locations
Focus on Modern Standard Arabic through summer and academic year programs
https://www.nsliforyouth.org/languages-and-program-experience/arabic/

The Qalam Center for Arabic Studies – Rabat, Morocco
Offers Modern Standard Arabic, Moroccan Arabic, Arabic Literature, Media Arabic, and Classical Arabic
https://www.qalamcenter.com/summer-abroad

The Qasid Arabic Institute – Amman, Jordan
Offers Classical Arabic, Modern Standard Arabic, and Ammiya (Jordanian Dialect)
https://www.qasid.com/

Sijal Institute – Amman, Jordan
Offers summer intensive courses in Modern Standard Arabic and the Levantine dialect
https://www.sijal.org/summer-intensive
Study Shami Arabic in Palestine Program – Hebron, Palestine
Offers Levantine dialect
https://gopalestine.org/study-arabic/learn-shami-arabic-ammiya-in-palestine/

Turath Summer Study Abroad Program with Alif Institute, Noor Majan, and Sijal Institute – Muscat, Oman and Amman, Jordan
Offers 3-6 week Modern Standard Arabic and dialect classes for both youth and adults
https://www.alifinstitute.org/arabic/new-turath-study-abroad-immersion/

Wafid Arabic Institute – Amman, Jordan
Offers Modern Standard Arabic and Dialect
https://wafid.co/summer-arabic-intensive/

Deewan Institute – Amman, Jordan
Offers Modern Standard Arabic and Dialect
https://www.deewaninstitute.com/

Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global – Amman, Jordan
https://arabicfluency.com/

SEBIL Center – Ramallah, Palestine
Offers Standard and Colloquial
https://www.sebilcenter.com/index.html